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Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "How to Spot Fake News". Most people don't worry about fake news but even if you take out time too soon, there are some steps that can be taken in order to help identify whether something is fake or not. It is very easy to spot fake news because you will be able to recognize these steps. Therefore, you can take all the necessary steps
in order to avoid fake news. These are some of the qualities that make things fake, counterfeit or false: 1.) Check the author's profile first. Author's usually make it on their blogs or on social media platforms like Facebook pages or on their website platforms like WordPress or Blogger. After checking out their profiles, make sure that they are real people and not some random names made up for this
post. A real name has a picture behind it; there is no way for someone to verify if it is actually true or not if there is no picture. 2.) Check the sources. Once you checked out the author first and it seems like they are real, you should start checking other sources like their other writings and works. You can read other people's reviews and opinions on them as well, try to find out if it is actually them or
not. 3.) Check their website platforms. Make sure that the information that is posted on their website platforms such as blog posts or their social media platform profile is 100% true and factual. You can also check for reviews of other bloggers and hear what they have to say about it because there will be no false information once you'll hear from different people. 4.) Check to see if they use facts and
figures. Any false information that you found should be replaced with facts and figures. If the author does not use facts and figures to back up their conclusions, then it is probably a false statement and it should be replaced with correct information. 5.) Check the spelling and grammar. Make sure everything is spelled correctly unless you know for sure that the person uses slang talk or informal words
in their writing. There should not be any misspellings or bad grammar included in their writing; this is a big tip as well as misspellings as well as nonsense sentences can ruin your blog post as well as other writings such as literature pieces, opinions, etc. 6.) Find out if they make their own sources. You can ask people that have a personal relationship with this person or a friend or a family member who
has a relationship with this person to tell you what they think of their work. There should not be any information that can be taken from other sources used in this writing because there is no way to verify the source except by mentioning it yourself or checking the source documents used. The least amount of sources is one and it should not get any more than that if you are going to use it.
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